
Data Privacy 
 

1. Context: For the purposes of this document, MATHADEMIA, MATHack, 

mathademia.talentfarm.ai and mathack.talentfarm.ai have been used 

interchangeably and they essentially mean the Hackathon platform and any other 

tool used for Hackathon purposes. 

 

2. By providing personal information you are deemed to consent to your personal 

information being shared outside this portal in the following circumstances:  

• MATHADEMIA/MATHack needs to share your information to provide the service 

you have requested.  

• MATHADEMIA/MATHack needs to send the information to third parties who work 

on behalf of MATHADEMIA/MATHack to provide a service to you. We will only 

provide the information they need to deliver the service and they are prohibited 

from using that information for any other purpose. 

• MATHADEMIA/MATHack wants to keep you up to date on the latest service 

announcements, updates or other MATHADEMIA/MATHack information 

• MATHADEMIA/MATHack offers networking features so you can interact with 

other people using this portal 

 

1. The default setting for your profile will be to share your name, profile photo, 

affiliations, key events, profile descriptions, public information from an external 

service you have provided and key contacts publicly.  

 

2. Content on any private discussion board will only be available to leaders, members, 

and mentors of that group, unless you indicate otherwise. Additionally, we may make 

anonymized information available to a third party for research purposes. 

 

3. You can revoke access to your profile or remove the ability to message you (as 

applicable) at any time by using the relevant features to leave a specific group, leave 

a specific company, hide your profile or retract a mentor/similar relationship.  

 

4. Please note that your information may still be accessible on search engines for a 

number of days after you have disabled your profile on MATHADEMIA/MATHack 

Portal. Additionally, it is important to remember the people you share with can always 

share your information with others and if you do actions on MATHADEMIA / 

MATHack. 

 

5. There are a few types of information on MATHADEMIA/MATHack portal that are 

publicly visible, may be search indexed and displayed on external sites by authorized 

program and/or company members.  

 

• One type is the basic information displayed on your company/ team/ program/ 

individual profile on MATHADEMIA/MATHack Portal.  

 

• This information may be created and modified based on your relationships on 

MATHADEMIA/MATHack Portal, such as joining a team profile, and actions 

you take while using MATHADEMIA/MATHack, such as registering to attend 

an event.  



 

• Another type of information is provided by you in response to questions that 

an entity on MATHADEMIA/MATHack portal  that has created an application 

form that are template questions, such as questions relating to your startup’s 

growth or funding. These types of questions are linked to the relevant portions 

of your personal or team profile and will be available to the entity referenced 

above. 


